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Abstract—The workforce planning helps organizations to optimize the production process with aim to minimize the assigning
costs. A workforce planning problem is very complex and needs
special algorithms to be solved. The problem is to select set of
employers from a set of available workers and to assign this
staff to the jobs to be performed. Each job requires a time to be
completed. For efficiency, a worker must performs a minimum
number of hours of any assigned job. There is a maximum
number of jobs that can be assigned and a maximum number of
workers that can be assigned. There is a set of jobs that shows
the jobs on which the worker is qualified. The objective is to
minimize the costs associated to the human resources needed to
fulfill the work requirements. On this work we propose a variant
of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm to solve workforce
optimization problem. The algorithm is tested on a set of 20 test
problems. Achieved solutions are compared with other methods,
as scatter search and genetic algorithm. Obtained results show
that ACO algorithm performs better than other two algorithms.
Index Terms—Workforce Planning, Ant Colony Optimization,
Metaheuristics

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE workforce planning is an important industrial decision making problem. It is a hard optimization problem,
which includes multiple level of complexity. This problem
contains two decision sets: selection and assignment. The first
set is selected employees from the larger set of available
workers. The second set is assignment the employees to the
jobs to be performed. The aim is minimal assignment cost
while the work requirements are fulfil. The workforce planing
is an essential question of the human resource management.
The problem is very complex with strong constraints and
it is impossible to apply exact methods for instances with
realistic size. A deterministic workforce planing problem is
studied in [9], [14]. In the work [9] workforce planning
models that contain non-linear models of human learning are
reformulated as mixed integer programs. The authors show
that the mixed integer program is much easier to solve than
the non-linear program. In [14] a model of workforce planning
is considered. The model includes workers differences, as
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well as the possibility of workers training and upgrading. A
variant of the problem with random demands is proposed in
[3], [15]. In [3] a two-stage stochastic program for scheduling
and allocating cross-trained workers is proposed considering a
multi-department service environment with random demands.
In to some problems uncertainty has been employed [10],
[12], [13], [17], [18]. In this case the corresponding objective
function and given constraints is converted into crisp equivalents and then the model is solved by traditional methods
[13] or the considered uncertain model is transformed into
an equivalent deterministic form as it is shown in [17]. Most
of them simplifies the problem by omitting some of the
constraints. Some conventional methods can be applied on
workforce planning problem as mixed linear programming [5],
decomposition method [15]. However, for the more complex
non-linear workforce planning problems, the convex methods
are not applicable. On this case is applied some heuristic
method including genetic algorithm [1], [11], memetic algorithm [16], scatter search [1]. In this work we propose an Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm for workforce planning
problem. So far the ACO algorithm is proved to be very
effecting solving various complex optimization problems [6],
[8].
We consider the variant of the workforce planning problem
proposed in [1]. Our algorithm performance is compared with
genetic algorithm and scatter search.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
the mathematical description of the problem is presented. In
Section 3 the ACO algorithm for workforce planing problem
is proposed. Section 4 show computational results and comparison with other methods. In Section 5 some conclusions
and directions for future works are done.
II. T HE W ORKFORCE P LANNING P ROBLEM
On this paper we use the description of workforce planing
problem given by Glover et al. [7]. There is a set of jobs
J = {1, . . . , m}, which must be completed during a fixed
period (week for example). Each job j requires dj hours to be
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completed. The set of available workers is I = {1, . . . , n}. For
efficiency reason every worker must perform every of assigned
to him job minimum hmin hours. The worker i is available
si hours. The maximal number of assigned jobs to a same
worker is jmax . The workers have different skills and the set
Ai shows the jobs that the worker i is qualified to perform.
The maximal number of workers which can be assigned during
the planed period is t or at most t workers may be selected
from the set I of workers and the selected workers can be
capable to complete all the jobs. The aim is to find feasible
solution that optimizes the objective function.
Every worker i and job j are related with cost cij of
assigning the worker to the job. The mathematical model of
the workforce planing problem is as follows:
xij =



1 if the worker i is assigned to job j
0 otherwise

1 if worker i is selected
yi =
0 otherwise

Different objective functions can be optimized with the
same model. In this paper our aim is to minimize the total
assignment cost. If c̃ij is the cost the worker i to performs the
job j for one hour, than the objective function can minimize
the cost of the hall jobs to be finished (on hour basis).
f (x) = Min

XX

c̃ij .xij

(7)

i∈I j∈Ai

Some worker can have preference to perform part of the jobs
he is qualified and the objective function can be to maximize
the satisfaction of the workers preferences or to maximize the
minimum preference value for the set of selected workers.
As we mentioned above in this paper the assignment cost
is minimized (equation 1). This problem is similar to the
Capacitated Facility Location Problem (CFLP). The workforce
planning problem is difficult to be solved because of very
restrictive constraints especially the relation between the parameters hmin and dj . When the problem is structured (dj is
a multiple of hmin ), it is more easier to find feasible solution,
than for unstructured problems (dj and hmin are not related).

zij = number of hours that worker i

III. A NT C OLONY O PTIMIZATION

is assigned to perform job j

The ACO is a metaheuristic methodology which follows
the real ant colonies behavior when they look for a food and
return back to the nest. Real ants use chemical substance,
called pheromone, to mark their path ant to can return back.
An isolated ant moves randomly, but when an ant detects a
previously laid pheromone it can decide to follow the trail
and to reinforce it with additional quantity of pheromone. The
repetition of the above mechanism represents the auto-catalytic
behavior of a real ant colony, where the more ants follow a
given trail, the more attractive that trail becomes. Thus the
ants collectively can find a shorter path between the nest and
source of the food. The main idea of the ACO algorithms
comes from this natural behavior.

Qj = set of workers qualified to perform job j
XX

cij .xij

(1)

i∈I

(2)

zij ≥ dj

j∈J

(3)

xij ≤ jmax .yj

i∈I

(4)

i ∈ I, j ∈ Ai

(5)

Minimize

i∈I j∈Ai

Subject to
X

zij ≤ si .yi

j∈Ai

X

i∈Qj

X

j∈Ai

hmin .xij ≤ zij ≤ si .xij
X
yi ≤ t

(6)

i∈I

xij ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I, j ∈ Ai
yi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I
zij ≥ 0
i ∈ I, j ∈ Ai
The objective function of this problem minimizes the total
assignment cost. The number of hours for each selected worker
is limited (inequality 2). The work must be done in full
(inequality 3). The number of the jobs, that every worker can
perform is limited (inequality 4). There is minimal number
of hours that every job must be performed by every assigned
worker to can work efficiently (inequality 5). The number of
assigned workers is limited (inequality 6).

A. Main ACO algorithm
Metaheuristic methods are applied on difficult in computational point of view problems, when it is not practical to
use traditional numerical methods. A lot of problems coming
from real life, especially from the industry. These problems
need exponential number of calculations and the only option,
when the problem is large, is to be applied some metaheuristic
methods in order to obtain a good solution for a reasonable
time [4].
ACO algorithm is proposed by Marco Dorigo [2]. Later
some modification are proposed mainly in pheromone updating rules [4]. The artificial ants in ACO algorithms simulates
the ants behavior. The problem is represented by graph.
The solutions are represented by paths in a graph and we
look for shorter path corresponding to given constraints. The
requirements of ACO algorithm are as follows:
• Suitable representation of the problem by a graph;
• Suitable pheromone placement on the nodes or on the
arcs of the graph;
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Appropriate problem-dependent heuristic function, which
manage the ants to improve solutions;
• Pheromone updating rules;
• Transition probability rule, which specifies how to include
new nodes in the partial solution.
The structure of the ACO algorithm is shown on Figure 1.
•

Ant Colony Optimization
Initialize number of ants;
Initialize the ACO parameters;
while not end condition do
for k = 0 to number of ants
ant k choses start node;
while solution is not constructed do
ant k selects higher probability node;
end while
end for
Update pheromone trails;
end while
Fig. 1: Pseudo-code of ACO algorithm
The transition probability pi,j , to choose the node j, when
the current node is i, is a product of the heuristic information
ηi,j and the pheromone trail level τi,j related with this move,
where i, j = 1, . . . . , n.
pi,j =

τ a ηb
P i,j i,j
,
a ηb
τi,k
i,k

(8)

k∈Unused

where U nused is the set of unused nodes of the graph.
A node becomes more profitable if the value of the heuristic
information and/or the related pheromone is higher. At the
beginning, the initial pheromone level is the same for all
elements of the graph and is set to a small positive constant
value τ0 , 0 < τ0 < 1. At the end of every iteration the ants
update the pheromone values. Different ACO algorithms adopt
different criteria to update the pheromone level [4].
The main pheromone trail update rule is:
τi,j ← ρτi,j + ∆τi,j ,

(9)

where ρ decreases the value of the pheromone, like the
evaporation in a nature. ∆τi,j is a new added pheromone,
which is proportional to the quality of the solution. The quality
of the solution is measured by the value of the objective
function of the solution constructed by the ant.
An ant start to construct their solution from a random node
of the graph of the problem. The random start is a diversification of the search. Because the random start a relatively few
number of ants can be used, comparing with other population
based metaheuristics. The heuristic information represents the
prior knowledge of the problem, which we use to better
manage the ants. The pheromone is a global experience of
the ants to find optimal solution. The pheromone is a tool for
concentration of the search around best so far solutions.
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B. ACO algorithm for Workforce Planning
One of the essential point of the ant algorithm is the
proper representation of the problem by graph. In our case
the graph of the problem is 3 dimensional and the node
(i, j, z) corresponds worker i to be assigned to the job j for
time z. At the beginning of every iteration every ant starts
to construct their solution, from random node of the graph
of the problem. For every ant are generated three random
numbers. The first random number is in the interval [0, . . . , n]
and corresponds to the worker we assign. The second random
number is in the interval [0, . . . , m] and corresponds to the job
which this worker will perform. The third random number is
in the interval [hmin , . . . , min{dj , si }] and corresponds to the
number of hours worker i is assigned to performs the job j.
After, the ant applies the transition probability rule to include
next nodes in the partial solution, till the solution is completed.
We propose the following heuristic information:

l/cij l = zij
ηijl =
(10)
0
otherwise
This heuristic information stimulates to assign the most
cheapest worker as longer as possible. The ant chooses the
node with the highest probability. When an ant has several
possibilities for next node (several candidates have the same
probability to be chosen), then the next node is chosen
randomly between them.
When a new node is included we take in to account how
many workers are assigned till now, how many time slots
every worker is assigned till now and how many time slots
are assigned per job till now. When some move of the ant do
not meets the problem constraints, then the probability of this
move is set to be 0. If it is impossible to include new nodes
from the graph of the problem (for all nodes the value of the
transition probability is 0), the construction of the solution
stops. When the constructed solution is feasible the value of
the objective function is the sum of the assignment cost of the
assigned workers. If the constructed solution is not feasible,
the value of the objective function is set to be equal to −1.
Only the ants, which constructed feasible solution are allowed to add new pheromone to the elements of their solutions.
The new added pheromone is equal to the reciprocal value of
the objective function.
ρ−1
(11)
f (x)
Thus the nodes of the graph of the problem, which belong
to better solutions (with less value of the objective function)
receive more pheromone than others and become more desirable in the next iteration.
At the end of every iteration we compare the iteration best
solution with the best so far solution. If the best solution from
the current iteration is better than the best so far solution
(global best solution), we update the global best solution with
the current iteration best solution.
The end condition used in our algorithm is the number of
iterations.
∆τi,j =
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TABLE I: Test instances characteristics

TABLE III: Average results for structured problems

Parameters

Value

n

20

Test
problem

m

20

S01

936

963

807

t

10

S02

952

994

818

si

[50,70]

S03

1095

1152

882

jmax

[3,5]

S04

1043

1201

849

hmin

[10,15]

S05

1099

1098

940

S06

1076

1193

869

S07

987

1086

812

S08

1293

1287

872

TABLE II: ACO parameter settings

Objective function value
SS
GA
ACO

Parameters

Value

S09

1086

1107

793

Number of iterations

100

S10

945

1086

825

ρ

0.5

τ0

0.5

Number of ants

20

a

1

b

1

IV. C OMPUTATIONAL R ESULTS
In this section we report test results and compare them with
results achieved by other methods. We analyse the algorithm
performance and the quality of the achieved solutions. The
software, which realizes the algorithm is written in C and is
run on Pentium desktop computer at 2.8 GHz with 4 GB of
memory.
We use the artificially generated problem instances considered in [1]. The test instances characteristics are shown in
Table I.
The set of test problems consists of ten structured and
ten unstructured problems. The structured problems are enumerated from S01 to S10 and unstructured problems are
enumerated from U 01 to U 10. The problem is structured when
dj is proportional to hmin .
As a stopping criteria for our ACO algorithm we use the
number of iterations. The number of iterations is fixed to be
100. The parameter settings of our ACO algorithm is shown
in Table II. This values are fixed experimentally.
The algorithm is stochastic and from a statistical point of
view it needs to be run minimum 30 times to guarantee the
robustness of the average results. We perform 30 independent
runs of the algorithm. After we did statistical analysis of the
results applying ANOVA test to guarantee the significance
of the difference between the results achieved by different
methods.
Lets compare the computational results achieved by our
ACO algorithm and those achieved by genetic algorithm (GA)
and scatter search (SS) presented in [1]. Table III shows the
achieved results for structured instances while Table IV shows
the achieved results for unstructured instances. We observe
that ACO algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms.
The ACO is a constructive method and when the graph of the
problem and heuristic information are appropriate and they
represent the problem in a good way, they can help a lot of

TABLE IV: Average results for unstructured problems
Test
problem

Objective function value
SS
GA
ACO

U01

1586

1631

814

U02

1276

1264

845

U03

1502

1539

906

U04

1653

1603

869

U05

1287

1356

851

U06

1193

1205

873

U07

1328

1301

828

U08

1141

1106

801

U09

1055

1173

768

U10

1178

1214

818

for better algorithm performance and achieving good solutions.
Our graph of the problem has a star shape. Each worker and
job are linked with several nodes, corresponding to the time,
for which the worker is assigned to perform this job. The
proposed heuristic information stimulates the cheapest workers
to be assigned for longer time. It is a greedy strategy. After
the first iteration the pheromone level reflects the experience of
the ants during the searching process thus affects the strategy.
The elements of good solutions accumulate more pheromone,
during the algorithm performance, than others and become
more desirable in the next iterations.
Now we will compare the execution time of the proposed
ACO algorithm with the execution time of the other two algorithms. The algorithms are run on similar computers. In Tables
V and VI is reported average execution time over 30 runs of
every of the algorithms. It is seen that the ACO algorithm finds
the solution faster than GA and SS. Considering the execution
time the GA and SS algorithms have similar performance.
By the Tables III, IV, V and VI we can conclude that ACO
algorithm gives very encouraging results. It achieves better
solutions in shorter time than the other two algorithms, SS
and GA. If we compare memory use, the ACO algorithm uses
less memory than GA (GA population size is 400 individuals
[1]) and similar memory to SS (initial population size is 15
and reference set is 8 individuals [1]).
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TABLE V: Average time for structured problems
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Test
problem

Execution time, s
SS
GA ACO

S01

72

61

26

S02

49

32

21

Instruments for Knowledge Discovery from Data, and their
Modelling” and DFNI I02/20 “Efficient Parallel Algorithms
for Large-Scale Computational Problems”, and by the PolishBulgarian collaborative grant “Parallel and Distributed Computing Practices”.

S03

114

111

22
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S04

86

87

25

S05

43

40

21

S06

121

110

23

S07

52

49

23

S08

46

42

24

S09

70

67

20

S10

105

102

22

TABLE VI: Average time for unstructured problems
Test
problem

Execution time, s
SS
GA ACO

U01

102

95

22

U02

94

87

20

U03

58

51

20

U04

83

79

20

U05

62

57

23

U06

111

75

22

U07

80

79

21

U08

123

89

20

U09

75

72

26

U10

99

95

20

V. C ONCLUSION
In this article we propose ACO algorithm for solving
workforce planning problem. We compare the performance
of our algorithm with other two metahuristic methods, genetic
algorithm and scatter search. The comparison is done by various criteria. We observed that ACO algorithm achieves better
solutions than the other two algorithms. Regarding the execution time the ACO algorithm is faster. The ACO population
consists 20 individuals and the used by the algorithm memory
is similar to one used by the SS and less than the memory used
by the GA. We achieved very encouraging results. As a future
work we will combine our ACO algorithm with appropriate
local search procedure for eventual further improvement of the
algorithm performance and solutions quality.
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